2005 ford f150 5.4 problems

The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Ford F based on all problems reported for the F In driving two miles
back to my son's house, I had two explosions from excess gasoline and spark plug firing. The
spark plugs were original and blew out because of the fine threads and aluminum cylinder
heads. This is a design defect and safety problem known to Ford. The engine is a 4. The contact
owns a Ford F The contact stated that faulty spark plugs fractured in the cylinder head and the
remains became stuck in the engine block. The vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer, but
was not repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure, but offered no assistance.
The failure mileage was 95, The truck has less than , miles and was brought to the dealersip for
a tune up. The dealership tried to remove the plugs and they broke. They are now forced to
remove the header and replace the plugs. The contact stated that the spark plugs in the engine
popped out of the cylinder head which indicated that there was not enough thread on the spark
plugs. The vehicle was taken to a local repair shop where the spark plugs were replaced.
Neither the dealer nor the manufacturer had been notified. The failure mileage was
approximately , In the Ford F with the 5. In the event that you try to remove the spark plugs they
tend to break off in the head possibly damaging the threads of the spark plug hole. When this
occurs, Ford is charging an outstanding amount of money to repair it. This problem is all over
the internet and doesn't just affect the model. It is a very serious defect costing people a lot of
money that I think should be placed on the manufactures plate. It is almost as if they designed
this problem on purpose to make people have to bring it to their repair shop and have it fixed
regardless of the price. I have personally experienced this problem along with many others and
I think it is obvious that the customers are not happy with the way Ford has handled the issue.
Spark plugs are considered to be part of preventive maintenance but this is sickening how they
can get away with charging that much for a small problem. The problem was not discovered
until Ford had sold so many of them that it would probably take them years to correct every
one. It is pretty much guaranteed that you are going to break off at least one of your plugs while
trying to do this small task. As far as I know the only thing done to correct the problem was they
invented a tool that will removed the broken part of the spark plug in the head, but if the threads
get messed up in the process that's when it begins to start costing big bucks and it is totally the
manufactures fault to begin with. Please take this request for a recall seriously as I am not the
only one who feels this way, just look online. The contact owns a Ford f During a routine
inspection a technician concluded that five of the eight spark plugs separated from the engine
head; however, no repairs were made. The manufacturer was notified and no assistance was
provided. The failure and current mileages were 50, I have a Ford F pick up with a 5. While
driving on the highway the number 1 sparkplug was spit out damaging the head. The vehicle
immediately slowed down in the middle of traffic. Ford said this is uncommon, yet there are
thousands of complaints already filed about this particular engine through the NHTSA. I have to
completely replace the engine. Spark plugs cannot be changed because of design of cylinder
head. This is a spark plug breakage inside the head. This is a common occurrence on 5. Also,
someone wishing to change his plugs for proper emissions or proper maintenance is just
screwed. Scared to death to have them changed even at a dealership. Ford mechanics even
have trouble. This is no few vehicles. This is widespread. At , miles, I took the vehicle to the
dealership to have spark plugs replaced. Ford recommended , mile tune-up the first three spark
plugs attempted to be removed by three different technicians broke off even when following the
Ford TSB proceedure. Ford will not help with the repair. Advised that the F 5. Ford says the
plugs will last for , miles. TSB issued by Ford to address problem. Ford knows of problem and
has not issued a recall to correct design flaw. Read many other similar stories on internet where
citizens are paying thousands of dollars to get the plugs out and vehicle back in operation. My
Ford F lariat 5. This is a result of either cam phasers or bad lifters. Since Jan. All the above
started with recall and has gone downhill. Known issue of spark plugs breaking off in the
cylinders. Ford is well aware of this issue, but refuses to issue a recall for it. I had stopped at a
local shop on my way back to work and when I went to start my pickup to return the engine
would not turn over. On the third attempt, it finally started, but smelled like a motor burning up. I
was proceeding up a hill and was approaching a stop sign. When I pressed on the brakes, there
were no brakes. I could not stop the truck at the stop sign. I coasted through the stop sign at
approximately 10mph and I pulled right into a parking lot. No matter how hard I pressed the
brake pedal I couldn't get the truck to stop completely so I put the transmission into park. I then
proceeded to call for help. When the mechanic arrived, he found that the vacuum hose had
come unattached. After speaking with a Ford mechanic over the phone, he stated that the
mechanic had since several trucks in the same make and model as mine that also had this same
problem occur. At this time, my truck is in the process of being fixed by the mechanic who told
us of this problem. In an attempt to remedy the problem the dealer replaced the fuel injectors,

spark plugs, starter, fly wheel, transfer case, and catalytic converter with no success. After
finding the source of the noise it was discovered the vehicle had caught on fire. The vehicle had
been parked since the previous day. The fire spread to the contact's other vehicle and home.
The fire marshal filed a report. The fire started in the engine compartment and completely
melted. The vehicle is still being inspected. There were no previous problems with the vehicle.
Ford f , after about to miles on truck driving on a road with slight hills noticed vibration , at or
about to rpms in any gear flat or hilly surface and at any speed as long as to rpms are reached ,
truck vibrates through out the truck , contacted dealership where purchased 3 times first was
told to bring truck back in for further testing , second time drivable tech went for ride noticed
vibration , third time service manager drove truck noticed vibration , contacted Ford , Ford
states issue is normal for truck not going to do anything , but has TSB for issue , so I am to
assume that Ford is now producing trucks that vibrate at set rpms. The truck now has about
miles on it and the vibration is getting worse but Ford or the dealership will not do anything to
fix the issue. The complainant purchased a truck for his business at the colorado river Ford
dealership in bullhead city az. The dealership obtained the truck from California and had same
delivered to bullhead city. The complainant picked up the truck at the dealership and
immediately noted a pronounced engine knock. Calling the service departments attention to this
problem they told the complainant that the noise was normal. The complainant then made them
start up two similar trucks on the lot that did not manifest the same knock. The complainant
requested a new truck from the dealership that refused to honor the request. The dealership
then dismantled the engine. The complainant again advised the dealership that he would not
accept this defective truck, as he had purchased a new truck to be in proper working condition
and the dealership was now attempting to compel the complainant to accept a truck that was
defective from the factory. To date the truck remains at the dealership. The complainant refuses
to accept this defective from the factory truck and the dealership refuses to give him another
new truck in lieu of the defective one. Your assistance in this matter will be greatly appreciated,
constantine "chuck" bentas. Car Problems. Engine problem 1. Engine problem 2. Engine
problem 3. Engine problem 4. Engine problem 5. Engine problem 6. Engine problem 7. Engine
problem 8. Engine problem 9. Engine problem Engine And Engine Cooling problems Engine
And Engine Cooling problems. Car Stall problems. Check Engine Light On problems. Engine
Clicking And Tapping Noises problems. Engine Failure problems. Engine Knocking Noise
problems. Engine Exhaust System problems. Loud Engine Noise problems. Diesel Engine
problems. Engine Shut Off Without Warning problems. I own a f and a impala and always jump
into the when I'm off to work I just love it. It's a great truck, would recommend to anyone that is
looking for a good work truck, only cons are the gas mileage and no 4x4. It still runs and drive
strong for being a , I've had zero problems with it other then a recall that ford fixed for free. I
have the STX with the rear doors that open the opposite direction but no rear seats. It's a
manual transmission and I really like my truck. The only problems that I have had is the
alternator and the clutch. In the 8 years that I have had it, I have changed the alternator 3 times
and the clutch 4 times. I am guessing that the clutch will never be the same again. I am to blame
for lending it out to idiots who don't know how to drive a manual transmission. Anyone out
there who has had similar problems with the clutch on their F?? Would appreciate any
feedback. My dad got this truck back when I was a little kid and couldn't drive it yet back in He
would drive it an hour to work and an hour home every day for about ten years. While he was
driving it he never have any major issues, just minor ones with quick and easy fixes. When I got
my drivers license he passed the truck down to me. Ever since then I have been driving it
almost every day and I have only had minor problems that any car would have, nothing crazy.
Overall this truck is amazing and very reliable. The interior is fabulous and spacious, however
due to the age and number of miles I've had issues with the engine in regards of the timing
chain. These are all wear and tear type issues, but this has been a solid truck taking me
wherever I needed to go. Never letting me down. I was hesitant on having a Ford from the things
I've heard, but I would buy another. It's been such a great vehicle. This particular model has a
small box but has definitely improved as the models become newer. Have to put it in overdrive
to get it over 30 mph, I need to work on it, it has been a good truck we still use it everyday, she
is bright red, our big red truck, we like the extended cab and 4 doors so super convenient, can
fit 6 people, sometimes however it's hard to park in tight spaces. Its a ford f For a older vehicle
it has been a very reliable truck. The seats are comfortable, has a huge dash. I haven't had any
problems with it using oil or water. Only problem I have had is it skipping but.. That's usually a
easy fix by replacing the coil packs, and like all old fords it has a squeak in undercarriage while
driving.. Annoying somewhat but not a major problem.. The four wheel drive is a awesome
feature of course! Living on a dirt road the four wheel drive comes in very handy, we love to fish
so we are always pulling a boat behind it.. It does a awesome job pulling with no problems. We

are in the market for another vehicle and I will say we are strongly leaning towards another ford
f Although, it does not have a lot of power or speed it is very reliable and has been a great truck.
It is not the most comfortable truck to ride in but it is not terrible. The windows and doors are
manual. With it being a straight shift there is not much room in the truck. This is by far, the
crappiest truck I've ever known. It has had tapping sounds since the day I bought it, and now I
need a new motor that I can't afford. So I have to figure out, how to get around. My son had the
same year, and the same problems. No more Ford trucks for me. My mechanic said he had a lot
of these trucks brought in for the same thing. I like my truck because it does everything that
needs to be done every time with over miles and only one hub replaced room for all my tools
goes anywhere I need to go nothing to dislike. Great on gas, gets you from point A to point B.
The truck is an amazing buy, not to mention how good you'll look in it. This vehicle sputters
when it starts. Everything is manual. Gas mileage is beyond awful. If there is nothing in the bed,
the vehicle fishtails. The muffler is currently falling off and is barely holding on by a wire to keep
it in place. The starter goes out frequently, and the speedometer is in kilometers?? Truck is
good for moving big things or trying to get a task done or family vacations because everyone
can fit. Another downside is that the truck takes so much gas!! More like a quarter of a tank. A
lot of problems with spark plugs from those years of trucks. The plugs keep blowing out snd
striping the threads. I bought my truck used, and some of the problems were not brought up by
the dealer. Lesson learned so the only real issues I had that were definitely new after my
purchase was cables and the spark plugs. I'm not mechanically inclined so I can't tell you much
about the cables but I do know that Ford changed their spark plugs and the new plugs are a
huge pain for the mechanics. The car is great. Very safe. Expected gas mileage. Spark plugs
need to be replaced far too often and requires a shop to do it so it's very expensive due to a
design flaw that never changed. Love the space inside the cab. Other than that I would never
buy this truck again. I have had to have a brand new engine put in due to a ford malfunction
with my year truck that is higher on miles. The Ford f is a really excellent car for its money.
Purchased in , it has been used every day since. With over miles on the engine, it has really
withstood the test of time. It has been in 3 accidents, and has kept my family safe through each
one of them. It has a little wear and tear on it, but we were able to resurrect it a few times. The
biggest issue we had was replacing the transmission. At , miles the transmission went, but we
were able to fix the truck afterwards. The best part of it, is the convenience. Everyone always
needs a truck. The towing package has been put through the ringer, and has towed in upwards
of double the weight it is rated for. The extended bed is extremely convenient for construction,
family Christmas trees, or a night of camping with the boy scouts. The only issue the truck
presents my family is the gas-guzzling feature. This thing tears through the gas tank. This is
typical of a car from the time. Ford f, not that great on gas, makes a great work truck, have to
watch springs and balls, but everything else it is a good truck, not one for long distance trips,
family wise, not a good choice, just to go to work and home great choice, great as a first time
driver car, lots of room and comfortable sitting, nice radio. Bought the truck in Nov It has been
an excellent, dependable truck with no real issues. Had to replace the coil over plugs COPs and
plugs due to a misfire. Put a radiator in it a few years ago due to small leak. Recently did the ball
joints, tierods, CV axles, and struts because, at k miles, I thought it was time. I pull a 6k trailer a
few times a year without issue. I'm big on maintenance and invested money in a big tranny
cooler and pan for the towing. It has been a great truck that still looks almost as good as it did
the day I bought it. The 4. Bought my FX4 in brand new. Has been garage kept and in mint
condition. Oddometer just turned over 15, miles. DDOT inspection people can't believe it until
they read the milage themselves. Now heres my problem. This truck experiences "SUA. Has
happened a number times and its not my fault, as ford claims, and has never acknowleged the
problem. Have tried to find somehow to fix but as Ford says " fix what- its doesn't exsist"!! Have
joined a class action law suit, but it has never gotten anywhere. SUA has been reported in many
Ford vehicles including trucks from thru Ironically Beginning , Ford went to a "brake over
accelerator" control. This truck has been absolutely rock solid. We follow all the maintenance
and have close to k miles. Transmission still strong, engine still strong, no rust on body. We are
planning on reupholstering the seats that we have worn out. If this one ever wears out I will
replace it with another f Our 2nd truck is an f, just bigger to fit the grandkids in. It is comfortable
to drive on long trips and carries a reasonable load. The only thing I would change are the rear
doors - they only open 90 degrees while newer models open degrees, which would be much
more convenient in a parking lot. Bought this truck used on and it's been a gas hog but I do
have a heavy foot. Did have to get transmission replaced 2x i do wonder why specially since
happening after warranty was up so that was a big slice in my wallet. Has kept my kids n my
hubby n I safe for years I absolutely love this truck. My f now has miles in it and does not leak a
bit of fluid anywhere, it is as tight as the day it was built. I had the spark plugs changed and it

had new style of plugs from the factory that would break off down in the block and took a
special tool to remove it. Other than that I love my truck! Change Year. Owner Reviews See
below. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Feature Reviews. Comfort Reviews.
Fuel Economy Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews. Reliability Reviews. King Ranch.
Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Greg Briscoe
wrote on December 15, Samuel D wrote on November 30, Ricardo Chavez wrote on November
19, John D wrote on October 21, Sophie T wrote on July 29, Mary H wrote on June 19, Kenneth N
wrote on June 18, Mary wrote on June 16, Paul H wrote on June 8, Jamie A wrote on May 14,
Tina D wrote on May 7, Ashley E wrote on April 28, Charlie G wrote on April 28, Gregory O wrote
on April 22, Thomas R wrote on April 18, Rachael H wrote on April 18, Chris M wrote on
February 22, Angela R wrote on February 14, David Gilbert wrote on February 3, Donna D wrote
on December 13, James H wrote on December 12, Sheavon Trenkler wrote on November 6,
Steven C wrote on September 19, Continue to Overview. If you are driving a Ford F , or if you are
planning to purchase one, then it is important that you review reported Engine problems and
defects. Total reports: It Was The Throttle Body. Mileage was miles. Vehicle was not using
Cruise Control. Apr 12, The Contact Owns A ford f June 06, This 5. June 15, The Vehicle Was
Not Repaired. The Approximate Failure Mileage Was , Sept 03, Jan 01, Apr 07, Dec 28, Jan 02,
Called ford No Recall. Have This Problem. Jan 31, Feb 07, The Contact Owns A ford F Feb 12,
May 10, There Was No Prior Warning. June 10, The Failure Mileage Was , Vehicle was purchased
on Vehicle was using Cruise Control. July 02, The Truck Currently Has , Miles. Feb 09, The Issue
Is Hundreds Of ford f 5. Please, Help. Aug 15, The Vin Was Not Available. Aug 13, Sept 28, Nov
13, Oct 16, Apr 16, Jan 15, Tl- The Contact Owns A ford f The Failure Mileage Was 88, Sept 18,
What Is My Recourse? Thank You. Feb 28, The Failure Mileage Was 90, The Vin Was Un
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available. Nov 15, Mar 01, The 5. Vehicle was on fire. Apr 05, May 08, And Oil Change. Engine
Checked Out Diagnostically- Perfect. Extended Warranty Expired. These 5. Had A Expedition
With A 5. May 29, June 02, He Was Travel 50 Mph. Vehicle was involved in a crash. May 12, Aug
01, July 31, Aug 05, Thank You, Randy. Sept 20, Your email address will not be published. Save
my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Ford Problems. Apr
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